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Quasistatic reduced yield stress number in London–van der Waals interacting solid-liquid
media: Influence of high solid mass concentrations

Stefano A. Mezzasalma
Materials Science and Engineering Institute, University of Genoa, Corso Perrone 24A, 16161 Genova, Italy

~Received 11 April 1997; revised manuscript received 23 October 1997!

A set of `1 functions, dependent on a parameter, is theoretically constructed to investigate the influence of
the solid mass concentrationcn on the~quasi!static yield stresst0 of a liquid dispersion of solid particles near
or at the isoelectric point and ruled by Derjaguin-Vervey-Landau-Overbeek interactions. The yield stress has
been described as the force per unit area necessary to break two-particle clusters governed by attractive
London–van der Waals interactions. As soon as an external stress begins to move the slurry, in the limit of
zero velocity profile, the interparticle potential averaged over the cluster volume at the equilibrium state
approaches the value deriving from the Hamaker law and gives rise to a relationship involvingt0 andcn . The
achieved theoretical curves closely agree with experimental data concerning Si3N4, Zr2O and Ca3~PO4!2 aque-
ous suspensions as well as flocculated Al2O3 systems. Correspondingly, the parameter value turns out to be
predictable from a phenomenological relationship involving the Hamaker constant and/or the mean interpar-
ticle energy. Theoretical descriptions were formulated in terms of a ‘‘reduced yield stress number’’~z
5t0 / t̃0 , for some experimental valuet̃0!, which accounts for the contribution associated to dispersion forces.
@S1063-651X~98!00603-5#

PACS number~s!: 83.50.2v, 82.70.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

The progress in understanding the static and dyna
yield stresses of~colloidal! suspensions of solid particles di
persed in a liquid medium is mainly due to the increas
knowledge of interatomic-molecular and surface forces@1–
15#. Thus, as the Derjaguin-Vervey-Landau-Overbe
~DLVO! theory @1,2,16,17# and its various modified formu
lations were suggested, many experimental and theore
studies were able to state relations between dispersion rh
ogy and electrochemistry, while, on the other hand, vari
conditions under which non-DLVO effects become nota
~see, for instance, hydrophobic interactions among hydro
bons! were obtained@1–8#.

Briefly, the DLVO hypothesis consists of modeling th
interparticle potential as a sum of two antagonistic term
one repulsive,v r , and the other attractive,va . The first,
Coulombic, is related to the Debye-Huckel length of the d
fused counterionic cloud in the slurry and to the double-la
electrostatic potential on the solid surface occurring by vir
of ionic adsorption-complexation phenomena from the liq
solution @1,2,18–21#; the second coincides with the wea
dispersion force effects, essentially as Hamaker propose
1937@11–13,22,23#. He reached the basic formulation of th
London–van der Waals potentialva for two spherical solid
particles immersed in a medium; the formulation was i
proved in subsequent works by considering other spec
contributions~geometry, etc.!.

For two spherical aggregatesA andB, of radii r a and r b
and at a distance from the outest surfacesDab , such a rela-
tionship reads@22# va52@Ayab/12xab(11yab)#, where
A(.102(19421) J) is the Hamaker constant, characteristic
the A and B constituents,yab5r A /r B and xab5(Dab/2r B)
~!1 in sufficiently concentrated suspensions!. A first-
attempt mean value is often written by settingyab.1 and
x̄.D̄/2r @2,16,17#:
571063-651X/98/57~3!/3134~8!/$15.00
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wherer̄ andD̄ are the average particle radius and the aver
interparticle distance from the outest surfaces@see Fig. 1~a!#.
Equation~1! has been successfully employed in studying

FIG. 1. Scheme of the equivalent two-particle cluster for a giv
geometrical configuration$a,b% ~S, solid; L, liquid!. ~a! At the
mechanical equilibrium.~b! At or near the yield point.
3134 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 3135QUASISTATIC REDUCED YIELD STRESS NUMBER IN . . .
equilibrium of solid agglomeration phenomena in liquid d
persions of charged and/or one charged particles@1,17,24#,
or, more simply, of solid surfaces at separation distances
are not too small@1,23–25#.

Accordingly, it is usually accepted that near or at the is
electric point of a slurry@2,16,24# ~iep or pHiep!, which
stands for the zero surface charge point, the correspon
yield stresst0 is essentially ruled by attractive DLVO inter
actions, whose intensity increases with the solid mass c
centrationcn @16,26–28#. Moreover, when non-DLVO ef-
fects are absent, the quasistatic yield stresst decreases with
the electrolyte concentration in the solutionc6 so that, in
such cases, it is maximum at the iep@28–30#, namely,t0
5maxc6

$t(c6)%. In the presence of steric barriers due to t
addition of flocculants, a modified DLVO attractive intera
tion can be improved by providingva to the adsorbate laye
thickness onto the particle surface@2,16,17,24,26#.

Therefore, to give a description of yield stress and rela
phenomena occurring in an interacting solid-liquid mediu
it may be generally assumed that@16,24,31#

^utu&}u^2¹~va1v r !&u, ~2!

where the unknown proportionality constant~which in this
notations is nonadimensional! takes into account hardly ex
pressible phenomena, both macroscopic~such as finite size
shape effects, powder dispersibility@16,17,32#, etc.! and mi-
croscopic ~geometrical microstructure@33–35#, chemistry
@36,37#, kinetics @38# and evolution of the solid-liquid sur
face tension@21,39#, mixing entropy effects@7#, etc.!. First
employments of Eq.~2! provided with phenomenological co
efficients gave another successful confirmation of the va
ity of ~modified and nonmodified! DLVO theories.

Unfortunately, the foregoing uncertainty is also infl
enced both by the adopted experimental method and by
physical model considered for interpretingt theoretically.
Indeed, a static yield stress can be expected when the ge
motion equation for the dynamic yield stress evolution@tg
5tg(t)# includes a functionT noninfinitesimal in the van-
ishing of the ~angular! velocity ~and/or frequency! ġ, i.e.,
limġ→0 TÞ0 @40#:

tg~h,ġ,t,t !5T~h,ġ,t,t !1T~t!, ~3!

t being the quasistatic yield stress,h the viscosity, andt the
time, and whereT is a general function representing the pu
dynamic contribution, sometimes dependent on the sys
history, and such that limġ→01 T(h,ġ,t,t)50. Thust can
generally be dependent on~a! the behavior ofġ near zero
@40,41#, and on~b! the relationT5T(t) that follows from the
assumed rheological model~Bingham, Casson, etc.! @40#.

Accordingly, in view of a quantitative description, yiel
stress ratios~z5t0 / t̃0 , for an arbitrary measurementt̃!,
which will be called ‘‘reduced yield stress numbers’’ in th
following, seem to be more significant than absolute valu
implicitly supposing that the proportionality constants in E
~2! are equal in all experiments, and that non-DLVO effe
do not occur@28#. Although to derive exact equations fort
and for all implied physicochemical quantities is a ve
tough task, the aforesaid methodology is certainly unsatis
tory, in particular, when strong electrostatic interparticle p
at
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tentials arise and/or the complexity of aggregation proces
increases@38,42#. Moreover, the knowledge of the phenom
ena is often restricted to information derived from best
functions only.

To give a first unified formulation, a family of curve
based on classical DLVO assumptions is theoretically
rived in this paper to describe the behaviorst0 vs cn , even
in the presence of steric barriers. All irreducible uncertaint
are represented by an independent parameter (m) which, af-
ter a test conducted on several experimental data concer
Si3N4, ZrO2, Ca3~PO4!2 and Al2O3 liquid dispersions, turns
out to be related to the Hamaker constant or, equivalently
the value of the interaction energy among solid aggregat

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

Statement of the problem.According to the literature,
yield stress in a DLVO system will be regarded as the fo
per unit of dispersion area required to cause the cohe
strength exerted by London–van der Waals forces oppo
to the arising of incipient motion@16,24,28–30# to vanish.
Focusing yield stress behaviors as a function of the s
mass concentration near or at the iep, namely,t0 vs cn ,
electrolyte effects@1,2,7,28,43# will not be attempted, nor
electromagnetic fields@44# ~see, for instance, electrorheo
logical fluids @45#!. Moreover, a population of equivalen
two-particle systems will be dealt with as reflecting the g
bal behavior of a dispersion at the givencn and at the solid
and liquid phase densitiesrS andrL @16,24#.

The basic idea concerns two London-based interpart
potentials that, near or at the yield point of a solid-liqu
system, approach the same value. In the first one, whic
present before the beginning of the motion (ġ50), two-
particle clusters are considered in their equilibrium positio
The second one, which is present at the beginning of
motion (ġ→01), refers to an equivalent cluster populatio
that is moving from the initial configuration and that is su
ject to the original potential field. Accordingly, while at me
chanical equilibrium the interparticle-intermolecular pote
tial obeys the previous Hamaker equation~1! @22,23#, when
the slurry begins to move@see Fig. 1~b!# a mean interaction
can be evaluated by averaging the foregoing relationship~1!
near or at the incipient motion, namely, over the cluster v
ume where small displacements of solid agglomerates f
their equilibrium positions can occur. For the sake of ma
ematical simplicity, a statistical approach written in the lim
of zero velocity profile~i.e., which does not depend upo
kinematics! will be developed in Sec. III, and, to this end, th
dispersion energy will be geometrically averaged over
mean two-particle cluster volume that is evaluated near
equilibrium state.

Derivation of the set of functions$tm(cn)%m . Consider a
small ~but finite! suspension volumeḠ, where one pair of
solid particles surrounded by a liquid medium is free
move @see Fig. 1~b!#. Let G be a generic volume enclosin
both particles and suppose thatGP(Gm ,Ḡ) for some~limit !
volumeGm . If the probabilitydPG to find the pair in (G,G
1dG) depends on an-power law of the form@46#

dPG5
dGn

uḠ2Gmun
, nPR, ~4!
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3136 57STEFANO A. MEZZASALMA
the mean interaction is@47#

vC a5
u*Gm

Ḡ vadGnu

uḠ2Gmun
, ~5!

that, by use of the Hamaker formula~1!, becomes

vC a52U A
24~ Ḡ2Gm!n EGm

Ḡ
xGdGnU . ~6!

The quantityxG5r /2D, which in interacting media reflect
the agglomeration state, must be regarded as a functio
the volume that in turn relates particle radius and part
distance. Thus, to integrate Eq.~6!, a relationship for the
distanceD depending on the volumeG and on the radiusr is
required and, at first attempt, it can be set@48#

Dab~G!5aG1/32br , ~7!

a andb standing for average numerical coefficients obta
able from geometrical arguments. A simple rearrangemen
the integrand yields

vC a52U A
12~ Ḡ2Gm!n EDm

D̄ r

Dab

dGn~D!U , ~8!

where, according to the correspondence stated in Eq.~7!,
assigning a distance for any volume, one hasD̄5Dab(Ḡ) and
Dm5Dab(Gm). To establish instead the integration limits
Eq. ~8!, some observations are needed.

First, whenġ→01, if the London–van der Waals energ
in Eq. ~8! approaches the equilibrium value, according to
notations in Eqs.~1! and ~3! the yield stress point holds:

vC a→ v̄a↔tg→T~t0!. ~9!

Correspondingly, the equivalent two-particle cluster is b
ken up and the distance from the outermost surfaces ca
setted to the value given by the average linear size of
cluster volume per pair of solid aggregates.lC

3 @see Fig.
1~b!#. Such a condition reads as follows:

Dm→lC↔tg→T~t0!, ~10!

and points out the first integration limit of Eq.~8!. Since the
second limit is given by the mean separation distance in
original two-particle systemD̄, integral~5! coherently takes
into account the contribution due to displacements from
mechanical equilibrium to the yield point.

The main steps concerning the calculation of integral~8!
and the development of condition~9! are reported in the
Appendix for n51. Briefly, by placingr 5 r̄ .const in the
equation forDab and adopting the foregoing integration lim
its, it can be proved that condition~9! is equivalent to a
polynomial implicit function

F~ tl ,sj![(
i 50

3

pitsj
i 50, ~11!

where
of
e

-
of

e

-
be
e

e

e

pit5pit~ tl
m!, tl5

lC

D̄
, sj5

x̄

ja
, ~12!

and provided thatp3t52tl2 3
2 2 ln tl2(tl

2/2), p2t52(12tl

1 ln tl), p1t52 ln tl , andp0t5
1
3 (12tl

3). Basic macroscopi-
cal properties of a dispersion, that is, relative mass conc
trations and density of both solid-liquid phases@43#, are in-
stead enclosed inj:

j35
p

3 S 11
1

2RD , R5
rL

rS

cn

12cn
, ~13!

whereR is derived from an application of the mass-volum
balance to the binary systemVS /VL5R, VS and VL being
the solid phase volume and the liquid phase volume, resp
tively. In Eqs.~11! and~12!, m is a parameter accounting fo
a more general relationship for the yield stress as a func
of the separation distance between the solid surfaces@28,46#.
Generally speaking, settingt5t(Dm) and, as here,mÞm, a
dependence of the formm5m(m) is expected. In addition
m reflects the passage from two-particle clusters to ma
particle systems which should be considered when the p
ability distribution in Eqs.~4! and ~5! must be defined ex-
actly. Due to such hardly expressible effects, the meanin
m in principle must be regarded as semiempirical.

Based on Eqs.~11!–~13!, it is possible to achieve the
behavior of the reduced yield stress numberzt[t0 / t̃0 ver-
suscn according to the implied macroscopical quantities, a
corresponding to an arbitrary experimental point (c̃n ,t̃0). In
fact, as in the present case yield stress is directly relate
the force associated with the Hamaker potential field@see Eq.
~2! and Refs.@22,28##, i.e.,t0}2(] v̄a /]D̄)52Ar̄ /12D̄2, by
combining the definitions oftl and sj @see Eqs.~12!#, one
can introduce the functionstj5tl /sjj and ta5(2alC)21

so thattjta5 r̄ /D̄2, and

t0}tatj , ~14!

which represents the separation oft0 in geometrical-shape
(ta) and geometrical-massive (tj) contributions. This
means thatta.const, provided the equivalent two-partic
cluster is characterized by unchanging chemical composi
and a constant liquid phase volume, and provided that
shape coefficienta does not strongly depend oncn . There-
fore, when only the solid concentration is varying, the effe
of the mass distribution on the yield point of a suspens
governed by dispersion forces can be followed by introd
ing a ‘‘reduced’’ yield stress number

zt5
t0

t̃0

[
tj

t j̃

, ~15!

where t̃05r 0( c̃n) andt j̃ 5tj( c̃n) are, respectively, the~ar-
bitrary! experimental and theoretical values@the lattert j̃ is a
number deriving from Eq.~11!# corresponding to a given
solid mass concentrationc̃n employed in the measurement

To proceed, from the volume balance and the previo
definition of R in Eq. ~13! @43#, one has
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tl
35S lC

D̄
D 3

.

S i

ci

r i

12cn

rL

511R, ~16!

or

cn52
1

11
rL

rStl
3

, ~17!

which joins the ratio of the solid mass concentration to
density, and to the numerical solution of the theoreti
model. Finally, from definitions~14! and ~15!, one obtains
the relationship for the variablezt that is related to physica
and numerical parameters in Eq.~17! through

zt5
~ tl

321!1/3

sj
. ~18!

Once the solid and liquid density values are imposed, tra
formations~17! and ~18!, applied to the (tl ,sj) plane, de-
scribe the (cn ,zt) behavior parametrically inm. Equiva-
lently, Eq. ~11! gives a (tl ,sj) locus point which can be
employed together withrL andrS to generate the fit function
(cn ,zt) specified by applications~17! and ~18! and depen-
dent on a phenomenological coefficient. Before using
derived theoretical functions to interpret experimental data
is worth noting that thezt behaviors shown in Fig. 2 for a
fixed m value are monotonically increasing incn as well as
in the density ratiorL /rS . Furthermore, in the limits of pure
liquid and solid phases, one has, coherently,

lim
cn→0

zt50, lim
cn→1

zt51`, ~19!

while ;cn5 c̃n,1 no singularities occur. Based on three fr
parameters~rL , rS , andm!, notice that the set of function

FIG. 2. Theoretical behaviorszt5zt(cn) for rL /rS less than or
greater than 1 (m51). The numbers indicate the adopted dens
ratio values.
e
l

s-

e
it

can coherently admit data collapses in correspondenc
physically different solid-liquid systems.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

Experimental sections.Silicon nitride~SN! and tricalcium
phosphate~TCP! nonporous powders were used as so
phases to prepare Si3N4 and Ca3PO4 aqueous suspensions
different solid mass concentrations. The physicochem
properties of the starting SN and TCP dried grains are
scribed elsewhere@7#. The powders were dispersed in di
tilled water (pH55.5) at room temperature (T5293 K) in a
250-ml beaker, and they were made homogeneous by pla
the beaker in an ultrasound mixer for about 15 min. T
slurries were then stirred in a strain-controlled universal r
ometer and equilibrated for about 30 min before measu
ments. Isoelectric points of the slurries were obtained
using a metal-oxide-semiconductor ion-sensitive field-eff
transistor pH meter@20,43,49#, which made it possible to
detect only the H1 left in the liquid medium. They turned ou
to be pHiep

~SN!58.060.1 and pHiep
~TCP!56.760.1, respectively,

for any solid mass concentration value.
Rheological measurements were made at room temp

ture and by using the Casson model which extrapolates
ġ→0 the static yield stress value according to the followi
relationship@7,40#:

Atg5Ah̃ġ1At0, ~20!

h̃ being the viscosity of the dispersed system. As analyse
the motion equation (tg) are not important here, extrapolate
t0 values only will be reported and discussed in the follo
ing.

To obtain quasistatic yield stress values in the best exp
mental range of the rheometer, the applied velocity profi
were set toġ@s21#<400. In this range, the measuremen
were reproducible, and the relative experimental uncerta
turned out to beudtu/t.(0.05/0.08). The achievedt0

(SN) and
t0

(TCP) versuscn behaviors are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
Additionally, rheological data on zirconia~ZR! aqueous

suspensions and on flocculated alumina~AL ! systems dis-
persed in decalina will be examined together with the pre
ous ones. Experimental details of the Zr2O and Al2O3 sys-
tems are given elsewhere@27,28#. Here Figs. 5 and 6
illustrate the concerned measurementst0

(ZR) andt0
(AL) versus

FIG. 3. Experimental behaviorst0
(SN) vs cn of Si3N4 /H2O ~1!

suspensions at the iep~bar shows the experimental error!.
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3138 57STEFANO A. MEZZASALMA
cn . Recall that all quasistatic dispersion behavior inve
gated here at or near the iep are ruled by DLVO-based in
actions.

Theoretical results and discussion.Experimental data
were described by considering experimental reduced y
stress numbers, which consist of yield stress ratios norm
ized to the minimum of allt̃0 measurements, i.e.,zt

( i )

>1; c̃n ( i 5SN,TCP,AL,ZR). As indicated in the end of th
Sec. II, the locus pointsj5sj(tl) can be calculated numer
cally from Eq.~11! and, by using applications~17! and~18!,
the reduced yield stress number predicted by the model
be determined as a set of̀1 functions. A description of
experimentalzt

( i ) vs cn behavior can be attempted accordi
to the adoptedm value. As Figs. 7–10 show, although th
employed experimental methods were different, each se
measurements is well described by Eqs.~17! and ~18! pro-
vided with an appropriatem value and the agreement b
tween theory and experiments is quite satisfactory for
systems, including the flocculated modified DLVO dispe
sions.

Note that in the implicit functionsj5sj(tl) the entity of
the interparticle energy is absent, whereas the yield st
certainly reflects the energetics of the suspension. Thus
only quantity related to the interaction strength is the p
nomenological constantm @or, more rigorously, the value o
n in the probability function~4!#. If so, a relation linkingm
to the Hamaker constantA and/or the mean interparticle en
ergy E would not be surprising. Them behavior shown in
Fig. 11 indeed obeys the following relationship:

FIG. 5. Experimental measurements log10t0
(AL) vs cn of Al2O3

suspensions dispersed in decalin for different values of the inter
ticle energy@27#.

FIG. 4. Experimental behaviorst0
(TCP) vs cn of Ca3~PO4!2 /H2O

~1! suspensions at the iep~bar shows the experimental error!.
i-
r-

ld
l-

an

of

ll
-

ss
he
-

m~Ei !} ln~cEi !, Ei5Ak ,Er ,

k5TCP,SN,ZR, r 5AL,ZR, ~21!

c being an empirical constant. All values of Hamaker co
stants are pointed out elsewhere@11,50–52#, as well as the
value of the interparticle energy among solid Zr2O agglom-
erates dispersed in water@28#.

It should be emphasized that Eq.~21! is only indicative. It
simply states that them value increases in the mutual attra
tive potential or, equivalently, in the long-range character
the concerned interaction. Nevertheless, due to the expe
relation among the only phenomenological coefficient a
the intrinsic intermolecular quantities and due to the clo
agreement between measured and predicted data, ther
reasons for believing that further developments of the p
posed method can increase the model predictability.

APPENDIX

Consider Eq.~8!, provided withn51 and expressed as

vC a52U A
12~ Ḡ2Gm!

E
Gm

Ḡ r

aG1/32br
dGU , ~A1!

and assign to the two-particle cluster a geometrical confi
ration according to well defineda and b ranges and to a
selected function of the formr 5r (G) @53#. Adopting r . r̄
5const to avoid overly difficult calculations, and recallin
Eq. ~7!, integration of~A1! gives

vC a52
A

8a3~ Ḡ2Gm!
F D̄22Dm

2 14b r̄ ~D̄2Dm!

12b2r̄ 2 ln
D̄

Dm
G , ~A2!

from which, using conditions~9! and ~10!, one arrives at

2
3 a~Ḡ2lC

3 !5D̄32D̄lC
2 14bD̄r̄ ~D̄2lC!12b2D̄r̄ 2 ln

D̄

lC
.

~A3!

Recalling that the mass balance for a binary system con
ing of solid and liquid phase volumesVS and VL reads
VS /VL5R5(rL /rS)@cn /(12cn)#, once rS,L are known,
r-

FIG. 6. Experimental measurementst0
(ZR) vs cn of Zr2O/H2O ~1!

suspensions near or at the iep@28#.
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Eq. ~A3! allows us to obtain one geometrical quantity on
~i.e., D̄! as a function of the solid mass concentration, p
vided the other variable~i.e., r̄ ! has already been determine
The last relationship can nevertheless be rearran
in a more suitable form. For spherical agglomerates,
v̄; 4

3 p r̄ 3 @and see Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#, development of the
volume balance yieldsḠ52v̄ @11(1/2R)#, or @43#

FIG. 7. Theoretical yield stress ratiozt
(SN)5zt

(SN)(cn) compared
with experimental data derived from Fig. 3.
-

ed
.,

Ḡ1/352j r̄ , ~A4!

wherej5„(p/3)@11(1/2R)#…1/3 was introduced in Eq.~13!.
Accordingly, using the definition ofx̄[D̄/2r̄ and combining
Eq. ~A4! with the geometrical constraint~7! for Dab , it is
possible to set

FIG. 8. Theoretical yield stress ratiozt
(TCP)5zt

(TCP)(cn) com-
pared with experimental data derived from Fig. 4.
FIG. 9. ~a!–~d! Theoretical yield stress ratiozt
(AL)5zt

(AL)(cn) compared with experimental data derived from Fig. 5.
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b

2
5ja2 x̄. ~A5!

Substitution of Eqs.~A4! and ~A5! into Eq. ~A3!, and some
algebraical manipulations, then lead to

S ln
x̄

x̄l
2

3

2D x̄212x̄FjaS 12 ln
x̄

x̄l
D1 x̄lG

1jaS ja ln
x̄

x̄l
22x̄lD5

~ja!3

3x̄
, ~A6!

where x̄/ x̄l[D̄/lC . Defining the quantitiessj5 x̄/ja and
tl5 x̄l / x̄, and dividing both members byx̄2, Eq. ~A6! is
transformed into a three-degreesj polynomial:

p3tsj
31p2tsj

21p1tsj1p0t50, ~A7!

where p3t52tl2 3
2 2 ln tl2(tl

2/2), p2t52(12tl1 ln tl), p1t

52 ln tl , andp0t5
1
3 (12tl

3).
Equation~A7! was derived by employingn51 in the in-

finitesimal probability distribution~4!. More generally, it is
reasonable to expect that then coefficient in Eq.~4! will
change with the specific solid plus liquid system. Thus, si
its value isa priori unknown, a discussion ofvC a5vC a(n) may
be required. The evaluation of integral~8! for a genericn
PR leads, however, to a quite complicated developmen
the solution as a power sum of the geometrical variab
@54,55#. Generally, as already suggested elsewhere in dif
ent semiempirical approaches@28,46#, it is more direct and
effective to take into account the heuristic relationsh

FIG. 10. Theoretical yield stress ratiozt
(ZR)5zt

(ZR)(cn) com-
pared with experimental data derived from Fig. 6.
e

f
s
r-

t5t(Dm), and to insert the coefficientm in Eq. ~A7! ac-
cording to the global phenomenological position

tl→tl
m⇒(

i 50

3

pi~ tl
m!sj

i , mPR . ~A8!

If one combines Eq.~A8! and the implicit function~A7!, the
set of`1 locus pointssj5sj(tl ,m) follows.

Introducing the functiontj5tj(tl ,sj) in Eq. ~14!, the
solid mass concentrationcn can be related to the reduce
yield stress numberzt according to Eqs.~14!–~16! and~A8!.
Results obtained in Eqs.~17! and~18! can be summarized a

zt~cn![$„cn51/@11rL /~rStl
3!#,

zt5~ tl
321!1/3/sj…uF~ tl ,sj!50%, ~A9!

from which the behaviorzt5zt(cn) can be achieved when
the density ratiorL /rS and the heuristic coefficientm are
kept at constant values.

Finally, it should be noted that if strong electrostatic i
teractions act between particles, from previous wo
@7,20,21,39,42,43# concerning the influence of ionic
adsorption-complexation phenomena on the particle size
follows that the assumption of a constant radius within
cluster volume could fail. Therefore, far from the isoelect
point of the slurry, integrals~8! and ~A1! becomes much
more difficult to solve exactly.
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